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Initial Observation
• Begin with casual or informal observation


• Usually comes from personal experience that catches your 
attention or raises questions in your mind


• Example: “Cloth has an affordance of pinching. Could this 
be useful for interaction design?”
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An outline of this work has been accepted as a non-archival
poster submission [7] for the ACM UIST 2010 conference.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The key idea of Pinstripe is to build upon two characteris-
tic affordances of textiles: grasping and deforming. Most
clothes exhibit loose folds in different areas when worn, and
Pinstripe makes use of this fact: It lets wearers provide in-
put by pinching a part of their clothing between their thumb
and another finger, creating a fold in the garment, and then
rolling this fold between their fingers (Figure 1). This rolling
movement changes the relative displacement of the two sides
of the fold, which is measured by conductive threads sewn
into the fabric, and interpreted as a continuous change in
value.

This design allows us to counter the interaction problems
mentioned above: Pinstripe is operated one-handed, and
since it is not necessary to create the fold at an exact location
on the garment (control is non-local), Pinstripe is particu-
larly well-suited for eyes-free operation. These non-local
controls also make Pinstripe highly robust against the gar-
ment shifting relative to the body during movement. While
a button implemented as a local capacitive touch sensor, for
example, may change its position from the back of the wrist
to its side when the sleeve of the garment twists, Pinstripe
works equally well no matter which part of the general wrist
area the input gesture is applied to. Also, Pinstripe does not
directly activate when being touched, greatly reducing the
problem of involuntary activation. The user first has to pinch
a fold into the garment, a gesture which is quick and easy to
perform but rarely done accidentally. Body areas like the
joints, where involuntary garment folding is common or de-
sired, are, of course, less suited for Pinstripe.

The active areas thus do not need to be highlighted on the
garment, and since the conductive threads only run along
the inside of the textile, their impact on fashion is minimal.
The wearability of the garment is not impaired either; the
sensor is flexible and the threads are spaced apart enough to
allow breathability and preserve other engineered properties
of the fabric. Running the conductive lines across the gar-
ment is possible, potentially allowing to house the necessary
electronic components, a microcontroller and a power sup-
ply, inside a seam or button. Pinstripe can be constructed
as a durable textile interface as modern conductive yarns
and flexible printed circuit boards (PCBs) and interconnects
between the two are becoming increasingly robust and can
withstand aging and washing [10].

Continuous Value Input
Continuous value input elements usually exhibit an inherent
problem of domain scaling. A GUI slider, e.g., can only
produce as many distinct values as it occupies pixels on the
screen. Zooming sliders as proposed by Hürst et al. [5] are
often used to mitigate that problem, for example in the Apple
iOS video player. Pinstripe implements a similar approach:
pinching a large fold in the textile allows coarse control over
a wide range of values. Pinching a smaller fold yields more
fine-grained control (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Pinching and rolling deeper or smaller folds of the textile
provides different granularities of control.

Menu Navigation
Pinstripe can also be used to navigate linear or nested menu
structures, e.g., a music player’s playlist. In this scenario,
rolling the cloth between the fingers moves the current selec-
tion across the list. Feedback can be given by either an auxil-
iary display or by auditory icons. Different pinching depths
let the user navigate the list by individual items (small pinch)
or by some hierarchical semantic structure (large pinch) as,
e.g., different albums in a list of songs. Several techniques to
issue confirmation and cancellation commands without addi-
tional control elements are possible: ‘dwell time’, ‘activate-
on-release’, and ‘grab-and-crumple’ are the ones most suit-
able for use with Pinstripe. ‘Dwell time’ confirms a selection
if the current pinch is held for a time of a few seconds and
cancel the current command if the fabric is released before
reaching the confirmation dwell time. Although it is easy
to implement, we chose not to utilize this approach because
time based interfaces are well known to negatively affect us-
ability. ‘Activate-on-release’ confirms a selection implicitly
when the user releases the pinch. In this case, an explicit
cancel item has to be included in the list of possible selec-
tions, preferably at either end. ‘Grab-and-crumple’ allows
the user to grab the fold in the garment with her full hand,
crumpling the textile in her fist, to issue an activation com-
mand; this is easy to distinguish from the normal Pinstripe
navigation gesture, both for the sensor and for the user.

Applications
Possible applications of Pinstripe are situations where users
want to control mobile devices without the need to take the
device out of the pocket and without the need for eye con-
tact. Music player and mobile phone controls that can be
integrated into sports apparel or street fashion are not only
more comfortable to use in mobile contexts but are also of-
ten socially more acceptable [20]. Safety-critical situations
like road traffic or extreme sports are other examples, where
eyes-free, one-handed controls like Pinstripe may be bene-
ficial. Finally, since the Pinstripe sensor can be integrated
to the inner layer of a garment it is well-suited for use in
protective clothing that requires tight sealing.

PROTOTYPE
For our first Pinstripe prototype [7], we sewed 18 lines of
Statex 117/17 2-ply conductive thread, spaced 2mm apart, to
the inside of a T-shirt sleeve (Figure 3). For the outer (visi-
ble) counterthread, we used standard black cotton. Each line
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Research Question
• Identify variables and research question 

for your observation


• Variables: characteristics or conditions that change or have different values for 
different individuals


• Research question: a statement that describes or explains a relationship 
between or among variables


• A proposal to be tested


• Example: “For pinching cloth, different areas of the body would differ in 
preference and the way people pinch”
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Hypothesis
• Concrete and testable statements derived from the                                       

research question


• Operational definition: a specific set of operations for measuring external, 
observable behavior


• In-class exercise: try giving an operational definition for the variables highlighted 
below


• “There would be a difference in user’s preference for pinching cloth among 
different areas on the body.”
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Example: Pinstripe
• Karrer et al., CHI ’11


• Recall the prediction:


• “There would be a difference in user’s preference for 
pinching cloth among different areas on the body.”


• Method: 


• Identify 16 different body areas


• Ask the participants to perform the pinching gesture  
in these areas


• Collect convenience rating in 5-point Likert scale
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Figure 5. We selected 16 areas from the front of the human body where
textile UI elements could be placed. Some areas were left out deliber-
ately. The two ‘pocket’ areas were added after the study to account for
an observation we made during the experiment. The ‘blobs’ outline the
parts of each area where study participants grabbed a fold. Each ‘blob’
is colored according to the average grade given to the respective area.

For each area, participants were asked to grade how conve-
niently they could perform the pinch-and-roll gesture. Grades
were collected on a 5-point Likert scale (1 being ‘very con-
venient’ and 5 being ‘very inconvenient’). The experimenter
also recorded the position and angle of the fold by draw-
ing a mark on a template sheet (similar to Figure 5) which
was vectorized later, and he noted down the use of the domi-
nant or non-dominant hand. After the trial, participants were
asked to name the one single body area they would most pre-
fer to use Pinstripe at. We also asked users for their preferred
orientation of the control gesture, i.e. mapping an inwards
motion of the thumb to an increase in the controlled value
or a decrease. This information was only collected for the
preferred body area the user had named.

Observations
We performed the study asking people on the campus of our
university and around the city to participate. Of the 90 par-
ticipants, 15 were female, 75 were male. 13 participants
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Pocket Pocket

Figure 6. Visualization of the mean and standard deviation for the ges-
ture angle distribution in each area. The colors correspond to the stan-
dard deviation; areas that are technically well suited for Pinstripe are
shown in green, less suited areas are drawn in red.

were left handed, the rest right handed. No ambidextrous
person took part in this study. 8 persons wore tight fitting
clothes, 9 wore loose clothing and the rest wore regular fit-
ting clothes. Because we conducted the study during the
summer, only 16 participants wore long sleeves.

Table 1 shows an overview of the tested areas. For each area,
we calculated the median grade, lower and upper quartiles of
the grade, and the standard deviation of the angle of the con-
trol gesture (Figures 5, 6). Five regions received a median
grade of 2, six regions received a median grade of 3 and six
regions received a grade of 4 or 5. The standard deviation of
the angles reach from 11.7% at the sternum to 44.7% for the
lower leg. The regions with the smallest spread in gesture
angles are the sternum, the pockets, and the upper as well
as the lower arms. These regions also show only one mode
in the distribution of gesture angles. Most of the other areas
show several modes, typically two, which correspond to dif-
ferent ways in which users held their hands when performing
the gesture in these areas. Figure 7 shows the angular dis-
tribution of the middle waist area as an example where 23
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Planned Observation
• Collect data to support, refute, or refine the original hypothesis


• Three strategies


• Descriptive research: X happens


• Focus on the current state of each individual variable


• Relational research: X and Y happen together


• Measure two or more variables that exist naturally from each participant


• Experimental research: X causes Y


• Manipulate one or more variables and observe their effects to other 
variables
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Descriptive Research

• Describe a naturally-occurring phenomenon


• Measure and report individual variables without claiming relationships 

• Natural phenomena can occur when using a new technology as well


• Methods: observation, survey, case study
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Natural Troubles of Driving with GPS
• Brown (Sweden) and Laurier (Edinburgh), Best paper CHI ’12


• Goal: To understand users’ interaction with GPS navigation system in non-
controlled setting


• 14 drivers, 2 video cameras, field notes


• 9 hours of video ⇒ 75 clips ⇒ 37 detailed transcriptions

• Analyzed the data to find common patterns/themes and construct theories 

that explain them
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13 Source

http://dl.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=2208285&type=mov&path=/2210000/2208285/paperfile995-3.mov&supp=1&dwn=1&CFID=615866320&CFTOKEN=21369381


Natural Troubles of Driving with GPS
• Contribution & benefits:


• “Presents a video analysis study of driving using GPS navigation systems in 
natural settings. The paper argues for [understanding] driving with [a] GPS as 
an active process and not as ‘docile driving’.”


• Conclusion


• Designer should take “driver intelligence” into account


• E.g., less persistent instructions when the user decided to deviate from 
them


• Normal natural trouble: “GPS is used in the way that was not foreseen. The 
driver must take instructions and the map and fit them with the situation.”
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Relational Research

• Measure a set of variables for each participant


• Examine to identify patterns of relationship


• Changes in one variable are consistently and predictably accompanied by 
changes in another variable


• Measure the strength of the relationship
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Example: Social Network Activity and Social Well-Being
• Burke (CMU), Marlow, and Lento (Facebook), Best paper CHI ’10


• “An empirical analysis of the relationship between direct and passive 
communication on Facebook and social well-being, including loneliness, 
bridging, and bonding social capital.”


• Survey in Likert scale (N = 1193)


• Analyze the past two months of users’ Facebook activity data, e.g.,


• Friend count (actual)


• Directed communication: comments, likes


• Passive consumption of broadcast items such as status updates
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Patterns in the Relationship between Variables
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Simulated data for instructional purpose, based on the result from [Burke et al., CHI ’10]
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Strength of the Relationship between Variables
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Limitations of Relational Research
• Correlation does not imply causation


• E.g.,  loneliness ⇒ less direct communication? 
or less direct communication ⇒ loneliness? 
or third variable ⇒ direct communication and loneliness?


• Third variable problem: unidentified variable controls the 
correlated variables
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Limitations of Relational Research
• Shallow data from large number of people instead of deep 

data


• Can be improved by follow-up interviews, follow-up 
surveys


• Participant sampling method limits the conclusion


• Method: advertisement on Facebook


• Participants: only English-speaking users, but 
compensated by many countries of origin
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Experimental Research
• Purpose: To infer cause-and-effect relationship


• Controlling independent variable


• Observe the change in the dependent variables


• In-class exercise: recall the following experimental designs


• Between-group vs. within-group


• Benefits and drawbacks


• More details in next lecture
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Exercise: Mobile Phone Text Input Example
• Research question: On a mobile phone, is typing faster using  

physical keys compared to using a touchscreen and your fingers or  
a stylus? 


• IV: keyboard types: {physical, stylus, touch}


• DV: time in seconds for typing a specified sentence.


• Begin: when the user presses the first key 


• End: when the user presses Enter


• Design: between-groups


• Each keyboard is tested by 20 participants


• Each participant types the sentence only one time (one trial)
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Limitations of Relational Research
• Data from experiments is noisy


• Effect: Variance caused by the different levels of our IV


• Confound: Variance caused by uncontrolled factors 
(“confounding variables”)
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Example: Mid-air Pan-and-Zoom on Wall-sized Displays

• Nancel et al. (Paris), Best paper CHI ’11


• Contributions & Benefits:


• “Design and evaluation of multiscale navigation techniques for very large 
displays based on three key factors: number of hands involved, type of 
movement, type of feedback.”
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Figure 2. Matrix of the 12 techniques organized according to key characteristics: uni- vs. bimanual, degree of guidance, linear vs. circular gestures.

1D path involves guiding gestures along a particular path in space; in 2D surface gestures are made on a touch-sensitive surface; while in 3D free

gestures are totally free.

gestures zoom out. Despite the less natural mapping from in-
put to commands, such continuous, clutch-free gestures have
been successfully applied to vertical scrolling in documents
[25, 33], and to pan and zoom on large, touch-sensitive sur-
faces in CycloStar [21]. Circular gestures potentially benefit
from an automatic Vernier effect [13]: as zooming is mapped
to angular movements, the larger the circular gesture’s ra-
dius, the greater the distance that has to be covered to make
a full circle, and consequently the more precise the input.

Guidance through Passive Haptic Feedback
Two main categories of techniques have been studied for
mid-air interaction on wall-sized displays: freehand tech-
niques based on motion tracking [32, 36]; and techniques
that require the user to hold an input device [5, 10, 19, 23].
Input devices provide some guidance to the user in terms of
what gesture to execute, as all of them provide some sort
of passive haptic feedback: A finger operating a knob or
a mouse wheel follows a specific path; gestures on touch-
enabled devices are made on planar surfaces. Freehand tech-
niques, on the contrary, provide essentially no feedback to
the user who can only rely on proprioception [24] to execute
the gesture. We call this dimension the degree of guidance.
Gestures can be guided to follow a particular path in space
(1D path); they can be guided on a touch-sensitive surface
(2D surface) ; or they can be totally free (3D free). These
three values correspond to decreasing amounts of passive
haptic feedback for the performance of input gestures.

DESIGN CHOICES
Panning. For all techniques, controlling the cursor’s position
is achieved naturally by ray-casting from the dominant hand
to the wall display (dashed arrows in Figure 2). As men-
tioned earlier, first order of control was discarded for both
pan and zoom operations. Panning is achieved by dragging,
as in applications such as Adobe IllustratorTM or Google
MapsTM with their typical hand-shaped cursor.

Zooming. As in desktop applications such as Google Maps
or NASA’s WorldWind, linear techniques zoom in by mov-
ing forward towards the display and zoom out by moving
backwards; circular techniques zoom in by turning clock-
wise and zoom out by turning counter-clockwise (solid ar-
rows in Figure 2). Pointing plays an important role when
zooming, as it specifies the focus of expansion (zoom
in)/contraction (zoom out). Letting users specify this focus
point is very important on displays of that physical size, as
they will typically not be standing right in the center. A fo-
cus of expansion implicitly located at the center of the screen
would make zooming operations tedious and hard to control
as every zoom operation would require multiple panning ac-
tions to compensate drifts induced by the offset focus.

Bi-manual interaction. All bimanual techniques (Figure 2,
bottom row) are grounded in Guiard’s study of asymmetric
division of labor in bimanual actions that led to the Kine-
matic chain model [14]. Following the observation that mo-
tion of the dominant hand typically finds its spatial reference
in the results of motion of the non-dominant-hand, we assign
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Correlation Does Not Imply Causation

Adapted from a tweet of 
@altonncf with data from FBI 
and W3Schools
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https://twitter.com/altonncf/status/293392615225823232
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